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must make every effort to complete each transaction but are required to impose a limit of 600 
transactions every minute. What can they do to implement this restriction while making efforts to 
complete each transaction request? 

A.   Specify a Request Web Service Proxy SLM action for each Operation specified in the WSDL. 
Use an Interval of 60, a Rate of 600, and an Action of Shape. 
B.   Specify a Request Web Service Proxy SLM action at the Proxy level. Use an Interval of 60, a 
Rate of 600, and an Action of Throttle. 
C. Specify a Request Web Service Proxy SLM action at the WSDL level. Use an Interval of 60, a 
Rate of 600, and an Action of Throttle. 
D. Specify a Request Web Service Proxy SLM action at the WSDL level. Use an Interval of 1, a 
Rate of 600, and an Action of Shape. 
E. Specify a Request Web Service Proxy SLM action at the WSDL level. Use an Interval of 60, a 
Rate of 600, and an Action of Shape. 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 66 
What is the difference between a Web Service Proxy Request SLM action of Shape and an action 
of Throttle? 

A. The Throttle action will discard transactions above the specified rate; Shape will attempt to 
queue transactions above the specified rate for later transmission. 
B.   The Shape action will discard transactions above the specified rate; Throttle will attempt to 
queue transactions above the specified rate for later transmission. 
C. The Throttle action will discard transactions above the specified rate; Shape uses the Log 
Target specified to generate an SNMP alert. 
D. The Shape action will discard transactions above the specified rate; Throttle uses the Log 
Target specified to generate an SNMP alert. 
E. The Shape action will discard transactions above the specified rate; Throttle uses the Log 
Target specified to generate a log message. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 67 
Which monitor definition is needed if a Service Level Agreement states that if the average 
response time for a transaction, as measured from entry into the appliance to response back to the 
client, exceeds 0.2 seconds, then subsequent traffic is to be refused? 
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A. Define a Message Filter Action "MFR" with type of "reject". Define a Message Duration 
Monitor that has a "Measure" of type "messages", and a Threshold/Filter of "Value" set to "200" 
and an "Action" of "MFR". 
B.  Define a Message Filter Action "MFS" with type of "shape". Define a Message Duration 
Monitor that has a "Measure" of type "messages", and a Threshold/Filter of "Value" set to "200" 
and an "Action" of "MFS". 
C. Define a Message Filter Action "MFR" with type of "reject". Define a Message Count Monitor 
that has a "Measure" of type "requests", and a Threshold/Filter of "Interval" set to "1000", "Value" 
set to "200" and an "Action" of "MFR". 
D. Define a Message Filter Action "MFS" with type of "shape". Define a Message Count Monitor 
that has a "Measure" of type "requests", and a Threshold/Filter of "Interval" set to "1000", "Value" 
set to "200" and an "Action" of "MFS". 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 68
 
Which DataPower configuration object is NOT a component of an SLM Statement?
 

A.   Credential Class 
B.   Message Type 
C. Resource Class 
D. Schedule 
E. Action 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 69 
A DataPower service is configured to communicate with a backend application server via HTTP 
on TCP Port 80. The device's System Logs indicate that the service cannot connect to the backend 
application server (Unable to establish backside connection). How should it be verified whether 
the DataPower device has connectivity to the backend server on the TCP port in question? 

A. Enable MultiStep Probe on the service in question and look for connectivity details in the 
Probe Trace 
B.   Use TCP Connection Test from the Troubleshooting control panel 
C. Enable XML File Capture and view connectivity information in the response capture path 
D. Use Generate Error Report and reference TCP/IP error details in the Connectivity section of 
the report 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 70 
A company has been testing an XML Firewall using the MultiStep Probe. What will the Export 
Capture feature of the Probe provide? 

A.   An export of Input data to the Firewall. 
B.   An export of the XML Firewall configuration. 
C. An export of the XML Firewall configuration and an export of all transactions currently 
available in the probe. Input data to the Firewall will be, in most cases, extracted and stored in the 
local: directory. 
D. An export of the XML Firewall configuration and an export of all transactions currently 
available in the probe. Input data to the Firewall will be, in most cases, extracted and stored in the 
temporary: directory. 
E. An export of the XML Firewall configuration and an export of all transactions currently 
available in the probe. Input data to the Firewall may be, in most cases, extracted from the INPUT 
context of the request transactions. 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 71 
Refer to the Exhibit. A consultant is engaged with an existing customer for a project that requires 
the deployment of 4 new XS40s to an existing pool of 5 XI50s. The customer is using basic 
security functionality, so the sales team offered the XS40s to close the deal. In order to keep all 
the devices in sync with the implementation, the customer provides a domain configuration export 
from one of the existing XI50s. After importing the domain to one of the new XS40s, the error log 
shows the information in the exhibit. Why did this happen? 

A. Configurations from XI50s are never portable to the XS40s. 
B. The error report was a legacy from the original device and can be ignored. 
C. The configuration provided for the XS40 is using exclusive XI50 features. 
D. XS40s and XI50s can’t be mixed on the same pool of appliances. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 72 
Refer to the Exhibit.  After configuring an XML Firewall with inbound SOAP traffic and XML 
outbound traffic, the system log shows the information in the exhibit. What does the log analysis 
show? 
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A.   The inbound traffic is valid XML but invalid SOAP. 
B.   The outbound traffic is valid XML but invalid SOAP. 
C. The outbound traffic is invalid XML and invalid SOAP. 
D. The inbound traffic is invalid XML and invalid SOAP. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 73 
Which three statements are true about the product's network Packet Capture troubleshooting 
facility? 

A.     Packet Capture files are stored on the device's 'temporary:' directory. 
B.     Packet Captures must be started from the 'default' Application Domain. 
C. Packet Capture works by placing the specified Ethernet interface in Promiscuous Mode, 
thereby capturing all traffic appearing on the Ethernet segment to which the interface is attached. 
D. A Packet Capture runs until the 'Maximum Duration' time has expired and keeps the last 
"Maximum Size" kilobytes of capture data. 
E. The device's Packet Capture files are in 'pcap' format and are readable by any 'pcap' compliant 
application, such as 'tcpdump' or 'ethereal/wireshark'. 
F.   Clicking the "Stop Packet Capture" button causes the packet capture to terminate immediately 
and the capture data is discarded. 

Answer: A, B, E 

QUESTION: 74 
The MultiStep Probe allows for the display of local and global variables. Given the following 
StylePolicy Rule: 
--- request 'setVariables_Rule_0' [up] matching matchAll --- setvar INPUT var://local/variable A 
fetch local:///fee.soap feeSOAP 
setvar INPUT var://context/myContext/variable B 
xform INPUT local:///getRequestResponseVariables.xsl tempvar4 
xform feeSOAP local:///getRequestResponseVariables.xsl OUTPUT 
--- response 'setVariables_Rule_1' [up] matching matchAll --- xform INPUT 
local:///getRequestResponseVariables.xsl OUTPUT 
Which statement is true regarding the two setvar commands? 

A. var://local/variable is a local variable that is only available in the INPUT context of the 
request side rule. var://context/myContext/variable is a named context variable that is accessible 
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from any context in the request or response side rules. 
B.   var://local/variable is a local variable that is only available in the INPUT context of the 
request side rule. var://context/myContext/variable is a named context variable that is accessible 
from any context and in any transaction subsequently processed by the device. 
C. var://local/variable is a local variable that is only available in the INPUT context in the request 
or response side rules. var://context/myContext/variable is a named context variable that is 
accessible from any context in any transaction subsequently processed by the device. 
D. var://local/variable is a local variable that is only available in the INPUT context in the 
request side rule. var://context/myContext/variable is a named context variable that is accessible 
from any context in any transaction subsequently processed by the device via a Service defined 
within the current domain. 
E.   var://local/variable is a local variable that is only available in the INPUT context in the 
request side rule. var://context/myContext/variable is a named context var. 

Answer: A 
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